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WINDS, BRASS, AND PERCUSSION LISTED ALPHABETICALLY.
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STRING SEATING CHANGES WITH EACH CONCERT.

PROGRAM NOTES
Oiseaux Exotiques

. Olivier Messiaen

French avant-garde composer Olivier Messiaen developed his own unique
musical language. Drawing elements from such diverse sources as the ancient
Greeks, Mozart, Chopin, Debussy, Dukas, Stravinsky, and the musical systems of
India, Japan, and Indonesia, he synthesized a wide variety ofmusical styles from
all eras of music history and different areas of the world. Born in Avignon on
December 10, 1908, he became a professor at the Paris Conservatory in 1942.
There his pupils included Karlheinz Stockhausen and Pierre Roulez (who would
later commission Oiseaux Exotiques) . Messiaen also worked as principal organist at La Trinite in Paris for over 40 years, and he composed many pieces for the
organ. Messiaen was a devout Catholic and looked to his religion for musical
inspiration. He once said, "The first idea that I have wanted to express .. . is the
existence of the truths of the Catholic faith . ... That is the first aspect of my
work, the most noble, doubtless the most useful, the most valuable, the only one,
perhaps, that I will not regret at the hour of my death .,
Messiaen was fascinated with birdsong. Although many composers throughout the history of Western art music have made isolated efforts to represent birdsang in their music (Jannequin , Handel, Vivaldi, and Beethoven are a few examples), no composer used birdsong as often and as precisely as did Messiaen. His
devout Catholicism and his love ofbirds (he was an excellent amateur ornithologist) led him to choose birdsong to express God in his music. He collected many
of his birdsongs in the field using nothing but a pen and paper; he transcribed
others from recordings. Beginning with the organ piece La Nativite du Seigneur
(1935), Messiaen used birdsong in many different kinds of compositions.
Oiseaux Exotiques (1955-56), or Exotic Birds, is the second of a trilogy of
pieces using only birdsong for melodic material, and includes Reveil des oiseaux
(1953) and Catalogue d'oiseaux (1956-58). Oiseaux Exotiques lasts approximately fourteen minutes and is scored for piano solo with winds and percussion
without strings. The piano and winds play birdsongs from India, China, Malaysia, and North and South America, while the percussion plays Hindu and Greek
rhythms. The songs of47 different birds are indicated in the score, including such
common types as the Cardinal and American Robin and such rarities as the North
American Red-eyed Vireo and the White-crested Laughing Thrush from the Indian Himalayas. Structurally, Messiaen juxtaposes six tutti sections involving the
songs of various birds with jive piano solo sections, each section focusing on
the songs of one, two, or three birds. In the score Messiaen indicates specific
instructions for the arrangement of the orchestra on the stage. The piano, B-jlat
clarinets, and xylophone are located at the front, as they have the most prominent roles. In all, nineteen performers are used: piccolo ,flute, oboe, E-jlat clarinet, two B-jlat clarinets, bass clarinet, bassoon, two horns, trumpet, glockenspiel, xylophone, piano solo, three temple blocks, wood block, bass drum , three
gongs, and tam-tam. Messiaen dedicated Oiseaux Exotiques to his wife, Yvonne
Loriod, who performed the piano solo at the premiere on March 10, 1956, in
Paris .

Symphony No. 7 in E Major .

. Anton Bruckner

"Also characteristic of Bruckner's newest symphony is the immediate juxtaposition of dry schoolroom counterpoint with unbounded exaltation. Thus, tossed
about between intoxication and desolation, we arrive at no definite impression and
enjoy no artistic pleasure. Everything flows, without clarity and without order,
willy-nilly into dismal long-windedness .... It is not out of the question that the future belongs to this muddled hangover style - which is no reason to regard the fu ture with enry. "
Thus wrote the critic Eduard Hans lick upon hearing the Viennese premiere of
Bruckner's eighth symphony. Thankfully this was another misjudgment on the part
of Mr. Hans lick; as in the case of Wagner, against whom Hans lick argued vehemently, Bruckner's music has survived and is today an important part of the symphonic repertory. In any event, contemporary as well as nineteenth-century audiences often misunderstand Bruckner. Despite frequent performances, his language
remains foreign to many listeners.
Bruckner 's often discussed lack ofself-confidence was part of a somewhat unusual life that was filled with many contradictions. He was born the son ofa schoolmaster in rural Austria in 1824, yet he became an important figure in Viennese
musical culture. While he turned to Catholicism for musical inspiration, he was unable to find personal fulfillment. Although he frequently fell in love with women
much younger than he (many in their teens), none ofthe women to whom he proposed
would consent to marriage. He suffered from frequent depression and even a nervous breakdown in 1867. Although a brilliant professional organist, he chose to
focus on composing symphonic music for an extremely unsympathetic Viennese public. And although he eventually became professor ofharmony and counterpoint at
the Vienna Conservatory and organist at the Viennese Imperial Chapel, Bruckner
encountered enormous difficulty in having his symphonies performed by the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra. Bruckner was often unsure of himself as a person and a
composer. In order to ensure performances, he often accepted absurd suggestions
from conductors who wished to reorchestrate or cut large sections ofhis symphonies.
Bruckner's symphonies taken as a whole exhibit a stylistic unity without parallel
in any other composer's symphonic output. All are lengthy elaborations ofthe traditional four movement Viennese symphony, extendingfrom Haydn and Mozart to
Beethoven and Schubert. Bruckner's point of departure (as was Wagner's) was
Beethoven's Choral Symphony (1822-24). From this piece Bruckner adapted the
enormous length as well as certain orchestral textures, most notably the opening a quiet theme of strong rhythmic and motivic character rising out of pianissimo
tremolo. Bruckner's music frequently uses slow-moving harmonic rhythm . Frequently one chord or pedal point will continue for thirty-two or even sixty-four
measures. Bruckner favors a homorhythmic texture with sustained sounds in the
full orchestra, a technique learned from playing the organ. Indeed, Bruckner's use
of the orchestra often reminds the listener of an organist playing as he pulls out
various stops ofstrings, woodwinds, and brass at different times. Deryck Cooke has
commented that "Experiencing Bruckner's symphonic music is more like walking
around a cathedral, and taking in each aspect of it, than like setting out on a journey to some hoped-for goal. "
Bruckner 's Symphony No. 7 dates from 1881-83, and is contemporary with
Brahms ' Symphony No.3 (1883) , R. Strauss' Horn Concerto in E-jlat (1882-83),
and Chabrier 's Espana (1883). The first movement is a large sonata form design
marked by its unusually long and vocal melodies. Bruckner declared that he heard

the opening melody containing a quote from the Credo of his Mass in D minor
(1864), played on the viola in a dream. In all, three theme groups are heard; the first
two are lyrical while the third is more rhythmic in nature. The development section
works with the inversion of the first theme in a wide variety of keys. The recapitulation comes only after hearing several false recapitulations of the first theme in
'wrong' keys. The second movement is perhaps the most admired ofall ofBruckner's
music. Written with the knowledge that Richard Wagner, Bruckner's musical idol,
was near death, the movement pays 'the master' tribute by using a quartet of 'Wagner
tubas.' This was the first time a composer other than Wagner had employed these
instruments. Bruckner uses the Wagner tubas, invented by Wagner for the orchestration of Das Rheingold (1853-54) , in the second and fourth movements. The
ponderous first theme of the second movement is played by the Wagner tubas and
involves a quote from the non confundar in aetemam of Bruckner's Te Deum
(1881). This is contrasted with a nostalgic second theme in the strings. The news
of Wagner's death arrived just after Bruckner wrote the emotional climax of the
movement. The music of the adagio is strong and convincing; it is among Bruckner's
best. The third movement is a lengthy scherzo and trio. The theme of the scherzo
involves a rhythmic bass figure under a trumpet call said to resemble a cock's crow
remembered from Bruckner's rural childhood. The trio involves the symphony's
most relaxed music. The Finale is another sonata form movement with three theme
groups. The first theme is a highly rhythmicized version of the first theme of the
first movement. The second is a hymn-like melody with cello/bass pizzicato accompaniment. The third is another ofstrong rhythmic nature, this time with full orchestra in unison. The recapitulation begins with the hymn-like second theme and leads
to the coda where we hear the amalgamation of the first theme with the first theme
from the first movement, this time in the brass. The Symphony No. 7 has remained
a part of the standard repertory since its premiere in 1884 and is today among the
most frequently performed ofBruckner's compositions.
-Notes by John Urness
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DANIEL VELICER is a native ofEast Lansing, Michigan, and graduated from
Cornell University in 1992 with a Bachelor ofArts degree in Music Performance and
Anthropology where he studied with Jonathan Shames. In addition to presenting
numerous recitals, Mr. Velicer was a featured soloist with the Cornell Symphony.
He is currently a student ofBrian Connelly at The Shepherd School ofMusic where
he is a recipient of the Bridget and AI Jensen and the Katie Walter Hubert Scholarships. This spring he will be the first student to graduate with a master's degree
in the new Piano Chamber Music and Accompanying degree program, coordinated
by Brian Connelly.

UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS
Friday, March 24, at 8:00p.m.
SHEPHERD SCHOOL
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Larry Rachleff, conductor
Program: Vaughan Williams The Wasps:
Overture; Hindemith Der Schwanendreher
(Bin Sun, soloist; Michael Hammond,
conductor) ; and Brahms Symphony No.2.
Stude Concert Hall, Free Admission

March 26, 28, 30, and April], 7:30p.m .
SHEPHERD SCHOOL OPERA
and the SHEPHERD SCHOOL
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
present Menotti 's The Medium; and the
premiere of Richard Lavenda's Barricade.
Wortham Opera Theatre
Admission: (general seating): $10/ $7.
For advance tickets, call 527-4933.
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